#7-Simmerville: Nelly Wolmipot versus Rudie Swims
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Case opened September 12, 2006. Case closed September 12, 2006.

No judges needed as this case was solved by the Law.

-------------------
Introduction:
--------------------

Ms Nelly Wolmipot gave birth to twins, Hannah and Nancy Wolmipot. Mr Rudie Swims, a close friend of Ms Wolmipot, was said to be the father, and Rudie Swims has confirmed. Rudie Swims is already married and has 3 young children with his wife, Cassull Swims.

According to Law, each child growing up in a different home than a parent, has the right to a set amount of money per birthday away from the parent, up to teen.

The sum is based on the parent's income and networth. 
Rudie Swims' share of the household's networth is §68920.
Inventor Rudie Swims' average pay cheque is §540. 

Each child gets:
§3.446 at birth (5% of his networth (minimum §1.000)
+ §540 at birthday toddler (his weekly income/7, minimum §500)
+ §540 at birthday child (his weekly income/7, minimum §500)
+ §540 at birthday teen (his weekly income/7, minimum §500)

Rudie Swims chose to pay the total sum (§5066 x 2) right away.

In addition the child will get inheritance when the father dies, just like the any other child of the father. The relation will be registered with the community registries, and will automatically come into calculation according to Law of Inheritance.


-------------------
Testimonies:
--------------------

Ms Nelly Wolmipot: 
Well, firstly - I'm sorry Rudie for ruining your marriage. I had no idea you are married, well, maybe it wouldn't have made much of a difference. I always appreciated your company, when I offered you to stay the night after a few drinks too many, I did not plan what happened next. In fact I appreciated you more on a distance! I can't say I urged to raise my two daughters, they did arrive on a bad time in life as I was managing a popular restaurant but had to sell the place due to the pregnacy. So thank you for disturbing it all. I got enough money from the sale to support all 3 of us, so I'm not after your money, Rudie. But I was told there is a Law, and that this case must be taken ahead in order to secure my kids' future. They have no guarantee that I will always be around to support them, and my next business project might fail, even.

Rudie S. Swims:
I thought you controled the situation, Nelly! My wife is furious, and she just gave birth to our last kid. We got 2 toddlers already. And now you come for my money, too! I confess the twins might be mine, and I don't plan to stand up against the Law. I'm sorry it had to end this way, bitch!


-----------------
Solutions:
-----------------

Alt 1: 100% - According to Law
Rudie Swims has to pay a total of §5.066 to Hannah Wolmipot, and §5.066 to Nancy Wolmipot.


